Sandwich Supplier Visit
12&13th September 2022
Itinerary

Why delegates should attend?

To gain knowledge of the sandwich manufacturing process, new production development and Food to Go market trends.

Aims of the visit:

- Learn about how a customer’s order is processed
- Learn about how ingredients are being purchased, food safety checked and stored
- Learn about the end to end process of making a sandwich
- Learn about latest food trends and developments in the food-to-go industry
- Learn about sandwiches and associated products for the retail market

Who should attend?

University catering and food teams that would like an insight into how a food-to-go product is create and manufactured. You will have access to supplier production lines, storage facilities and how suppliers pick and pack the product.

What’s Included?

- Your choice of a visit to The Soho Sandwich Company at N18 3AL (nearest station Meridian Water is a 20 minute walk away) on 12/09/22
- And/Or a visit to Simply Lunch at CR0 4ZS (nearest train station is Waddon - a 20 minute walk away) on 13/09/22
- Lunch and refreshments on the day of the supplier visit
- 1 overnight stay on either the 12th or the 13th at Croydon near Simply Lunch who will be providing the accommodation
- Option to book in to visit the Lunch Show on the 14-15/09/22 book a free ticket here

What’s not included?

- Travel to and from visit and refreshments other than lunch at the supplier visit

Option one: 12th September 2022

Supplier: The Soho Sandwich Co.

Location: 7 Advent way, Advent Business Park, London N18 3AL

Agenda:

10:00 arrival and welcome refreshments

10.30 - 11.30 Sandwich market insight presentation

11:30 – 12:30 Factory Tour
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12:30 - 13:30 New Innovation Sampling/Lunch

14:00 - Finish

About the organisation in their own words:

Our ambition is to be the UK’s No.1 sandwich brand, loved by everyone because we deliver the highest quality, each and every time.

Using the finest ingredients from partners we trust, together we handcraft flavours that keep customers coming back for more. Our values are the DNA of our business. Each and every decision we make is weighed against these principles, uniting our team and keeping passion and quality firmly in the heart of what we do. It’s the Soho way.

We can deliver 7 days a week, 365 days a year with guaranteed deliveries by 11am, via our own temperature controlled and monitored fleet. Our vehicle tracking allows us to monitor the progress of your order in real time.

Make your own way home or if you are staying overnight on the 12th you will need to make your way to Croydon for the Simply Lunch Tour

Overnight stay in Croydon

And / Or Option two: 13th September 2022

Supplier: Simply Lunch
Location: Unit 2, ZK Park, CRO 4ZS

Agenda:

10:00 – 10:30 - Welcome and breakfast
10:30 – 11:30 – Update from Simply Lunch on market position.
11:30 – 12:30 - Factory Tour
12:30 – 1.30 – NPD introduction trends and innovation & lunch
14:00 – Finish

About the organisation in their own words:

It all started in 1979 with our dad making food for hungry travellers on the A22. Lots has changed since then but one thing remains the same — we seek out the best, most delicious produce from around the country so that our sandwiches are as mouth-wateringly good as they can be.

Terry handed over the reins to his three sons, Sam, Jack and William and we’ve been going from strength to strength ever since.

All of our food is carefully handmade in our kitchens in South London under the same roof as our client services. Being all together in such close proximity means that we have been able to offer unparalleled customer service for over 30 years.
Our state of the art Innovation Kitchen is where we invite clients to test, try and sample the newest sandwich trends created by our team of in-house chefs. We test our innovative products on the market and regularly introduce popular flavours into our ranges to ensure that our offer is as broad as the sectors that we work in.

Contact Li Davies li.davies@tuco.ac.uk to arrange with Simply Lunch if you’d like to know more about our services, products or would like to visit our Innovation Kitchen.

Make your own way home or overnight stay in Croydon (if you have selected the date of the 13th to stay)

**And / Or Option three: 14th September 2022**

Lunch! Show at Excel London – register for free tickets here: [lunch! | 14-15 September 2022 | ExCeL London (lunchshow.co.uk)]

Make your own way home.